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Integrating Faraday in
the software development
process - Part Two
Introduction
Last time we explained how easily you can integrate your Faraday instance into the
software development process of an application written in Python and deployed on
Heroku. Iin that post, we used Github Actions as a CD/CI tool.
Now we are going to perform the same task but instead of using Github Actions, we
are going to use Jenkins with pipelines since this is one of the most extended CD/CI
tools in the community.

Previous considerations
As we’ve covered all the theory and requirements in the previous post, we are going
to assume that you already have an application written in Python, uploaded to a Git
repository, and it is easily deployable to Heroku. If this is not the case, please visit the
mentioned post to have more context.
In addition, it’s required for you to have a running instance of Jenkins with 		
Blue Ocean plugin installed which supports docker images. If this is not the case, we
recommend making sure that all this configuration is done before starting to read this
post, since trying to follow this post at the same time you’re setting up Jenkins could
be a little bit messy.
Lastly, we are not going to explain how to configure Blue Ocean and how to create
Jenkins jobs because we understand that you already count with a minimum
knowledge of Jenkins.
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1. Creating the Jenkinsfile file
Our first step is to create a file in the root of our repository called Jenkinsfile. 		
This file will be readed by our Jenkins instance and this file indicates how the pipeline
workflow will be.

faraday-vmpipeline
dbs
setup
static
templates
venv
.gitignore
import_scan.py
import_scan.sh
Jenkinsfile

Once this file is created, we need to write the following:

pipeline {
agent none
stages {
stage(‘Build’) {
}
stage(‘Deploy’) {
}
stage(‘Scan’) {
}
stage(‘Upload’) {
}

}

Let’s explain what each line means:
1. Jenkins pipelines let us use Groovy language to run tasks. In addition, the first line
of every Jenkinsfile must start with pipeline {} closure.
2. Inside of the pipeline closure we can declare a lot of things, but agents and stages
are mandatory. Agents indicate where they are going to be executed at different
stages and could have different configurations (for example, they can run on Linux,
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on Windows, etc). Stages are groups of steps that could have their own configuration
set. In our example, we’ve defined agent none because we’re going to use different
agents in each stage. Because of agent none, we need to declare the agent in each
stage as mandatory.
3. By default, all the stages will run sequentially, unless you specify that they should
run in parallel. In our example, we are running only this pipeline in a sequential order. In
addition, each stage will have a label to easily recognize when it’s running on Jenkins.

2. Declaring the Build stage
Our first declaration will be the Build stage. This stage will install the required
dependencies and will run Bandit to perform the static code check:

pipeline {
agent none
stages {
stage(‘Build’) {
agent {
docker {
image ‘python:3.9.1’
args ‘-u root:root’
}
}
steps {
sh ‘pip install -r requirements.txt’
sh ‘bandit -r . -f xml -o flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml || true’
stash name: ‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’, includes: ‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’
}
}
stage(‘Deploy’) {
}
stage(‘Scan’) {
}
stage(‘Upload’) {

}

}

}

As you can see, we’ve defined the agent inside the Build stage. As we’ve explained
before, this is required here because we declared agent none globally. Our agent will
be a docker container with the python:3.9.1 image and with root perm issions.
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Then, we defined the steps. Each step will be executed sequentially.
The first step installs the dependencies using the requirements.txt file (Bandit
dependency is located there). The second step runs Bandit and saves the output in
the flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml file.
Some importants notes about this:
1. In our example, we are ignoring the Bandit execution result just to avoid making this
file more complex.
2. A real application requires more steps, but this example is simplified to only install
dependencies.
Lastly, since each stage could use different agents, we need to share the result file
among them just as we did when we used GitHub Actions. To do that, we used the
function stash which we’ll combine with unstash later.

3. Declaring Deploy stage
The Deploy stage will upload the application to Heroku as shown here:

pipeline {
agent none
stages {
stage(‘Build’) {
agent {
docker {
image ‘python:3.9.1’
args ‘-u root:root’
}
}
steps {
sh ‘pip install -r requirements.txt’
sh ‘bandit -r . -f xml -o flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml || true’
stash name: ‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’, includes: ‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’
}
}
stage(‘Deploy’) {
agent any
steps {
withCredentials([
string(credentialsId: ‘HEROKU_API_KEY’, variable: ‘HEROKU_API_KEY’),
string(credentialsId: ‘HEROKU_APP_NAME’, variable: ‘HEROKU_APP_NAME’),
])
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{
script {
try {
sh ‘git remote add heroku https://heroku:$HEROKU_API_KEY@git.heroku.com/$HEROKU_APP_NAME.git’
}
catch(Exception e) {
echo ‘Remote heroku already exists’
}
}
sh ‘git push heroku HEAD:master -f’
}
}
}
stage(‘Scan’) {
}
stage(‘Upload’) {

}

}

}

There are some interesting points to mention here:
1. We’ve used the credentials plugin when we called the withCredentials function.
This plugin allows us to store secrets in Jenkins and retrieve them in our pipelines just
as we did with GitHub Actions. We’ll explain how to store secrets in Jenkins later in
this post.
2. As you can see, in the first step we are adding the remote Heroku in Git and that is
where we’re using the secrets.
3. Lastly, we deploy the application to Heroku calling git push.

4. Declaring the Scan stage
The Scan stage will execute zap over our recently deployed application. This will be
very similar to what we did with Github Actions.

pipeline {
agent none
stages {
stage(‘Build’) {
agent {
docker {
image ‘python:3.9.1’
args ‘-u root:root’
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}
}
steps {
sh ‘pip install -r requirements.txt’
sh ‘bandit -r . -f xml -o flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml || true’
stash name:
			
‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’, includes: ‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’
}
}
stage(‘Deploy’) {
agent any
steps {
withCredentials([
string(credentialsId: ‘HEROKU_API_KEY’,
			
variable: ‘HEROKU_API_KEY’),
string(credentialsId: ‘HEROKU_APP_NAME’,
			
variable: ‘HEROKU_APP_NAME’),
]) {
script {
try {
sh ‘git remote add heroku
			
https://heroku:$HEROKU_API_KEY@git.heroku.com/$HEROKU_APP_NAME.git’
}
catch(Exception e) {
echo ‘Remote heroku already exists’
}
}
sh ‘git push heroku HEAD:master -f’
}
}
}
stage(‘Scan’) {
agent any
steps {
withCredentials([
string(credentialsId: ‘ZAP_SCAN_URL’, variable: ‘ZAP_SCAN_URL’)
]) {
sh ‘docker run -v $WORKSPACE:/zap/wrk/:rw --network=host -t owasp/
zap2docker-stable zap-baseline.py -t $ZAP_SCAN_URL -x flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml ||echo 0’
stash name: ‘flaskapp_faraday_zap xml’,
			
includes: ‘flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml’
}
}
}
stage(‘Upload’) {

}

}

}

As we mentioned, this is similar to what was done with Github Actions. However,
there are some details to mention here:
1. We’re using stored secrets again, in this case the stored secret ID is
ZAP_SCAN_URL.
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2. If you pay attention, we are using the Jenkins environment variable $WORKSPACE.
There are a lot of environment variables you can see by entering <jenkins-url>/envvars.html (in our case is http://localhost:8080/env-vars.html).
3. We used the stash function again since we need to use it in the Upload stage.
4. Again, the zap result is being ignored as we did with Bandit for this example, just to
simplify the code.

5. Declaring the Upload stage
In the previous post we used the faraday-cli library to perform the upload of our
results to our Faraday instance. We’re going to do the same here. We will also show
you an alternative using a custom docker image created by us.

pipeline {
agent none
stages {
stage(‘Build’) {
agent {
docker {
image ‘python:3.9.1’
args ‘-u root:root’
}
}
steps {
sh ‘pip install -r requirements.txt’
sh ‘bandit -r . -f xml -o flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml || true’
stash name: ‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’,
includes: ‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’
}
}
stage(‘Deploy’) {
agent any
steps {
withCredentials([
string(credentialsId: ‘HEROKU_API_KEY’,
			
variable: ‘HEROKU_API_KEY’),
string(credentialsId: ‘HEROKU_APP_NAME’,
			
variable: ‘HEROKU_APP_NAME’),
]) {
script {
try {
sh ‘git remote add heroku
https://heroku:$HEROKU_API_KEY@git.heroku.com/$HEROKU_APP_NAME.git’
}
catch(Exception e) {
echo ‘Remote heroku already exists’
}
}
sh ‘git push heroku HEAD:master -f’
}
}
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}
stage(‘Scan’) {
agent any
steps {
withCredentials([
string(credentialsId: ‘ZAP_SCAN_URL’, variable: ‘ZAP_SCAN_URL’)
]) {
sh ‘docker run -v $WORKSPACE:/zap/wrk/:
rw--network=host -t owasp/zap2docker-stable zap-baseline.
py -t $ZAP_SCAN_URL -x flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml || echo 0’
stash name: ‘flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml’,
includes: ‘flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml’
}
}
}
stage(‘Upload’) {
agent {
docker {
image ‘python:3.9.1’
args ‘-u root:root -v $WORKSPACE:/reports’
}
}
steps {
withCredentials([
string(credentialsId: ‘FARADAY_URL’, variable: ‘FARADAY_URL’),
string(credentialsId: ‘FARADAY_USERNAME’,
variable: ‘FARADAY_USERNAME’),
string(credentialsId: ‘FARADAY_PASSWORD’,
variable: ‘FARADAY_PASSWORD’)
]) {
unstash ‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’
unstash ‘flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml’
script {
CURRENT_DATE = (
script: “echo \${date + ‘%Y-%m-%d’}”
returnStdout: true
).trim()
JOB_NAME = (
script: “echo $JOB_NAME| cut -d’/’ -f1”
returnStdout: true
).trim()
}
sh “pip install faraday-cli”
sh “faraday-cli auth -f $FARADAY_VMPIPELINES_FARADAY_URL -u
$FARADAY_VMPIPELINES_FARADAY_USERNAME -p $FARADAY_VMPIPELINES_FARADAY_PASSWORD”
sh “faraday-cli create_ws $JOB_NAME-$CURRENT_DATE-$BUILD_NUMBER”
sh “faraday-cli process_report -w $JOB_NAME-$CURRENT_DATE-$BUILD_NUMBER /reports/flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml”
sh “faraday-cli process_report -w $JOB_NAME-$CURRENT_DATE-$BUILD_NUMBER /reports/flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml”
}
}
}
}
}
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Again, we’ve used stored secrets in Jenkins: FARADAY_URL, FARADAY_
USERNAME and FARADAY_PASSWORD.
As you can see, the first two steps are to unstash the previous generated files, so
now they are accessible in the stage workspace.
The following step is the creation of the variables CURRENT_DATE and JOB_NAME
that will be used to create the Faraday workspace name later.
Lastly, we execute the same commands we did in the previous post using the
faraday-cli library. We need to pay attention to the stage configuration since here
we’re running all steps inside a docker image with Python 3. Also, we are linking the
Jenkins workspace to this image in the directory /reports.
As mentioned before, we are going to show you an alternative to the previous
configuration but now using a custom docker image created by us.

pipeline {
agent none
stages {
stage(‘Build’) {
agent {
docker {
image ‘python:3.9.1’
args ‘-u root:root’
}
}
steps {
sh ‘pip install -r requirements.txt’
sh ‘bandit -r . -f xml -o flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml || true’
stash name:
‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’, includes: ‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’
}
}
stage(‘Deploy’) {
agent any
steps {
withCredentials([
string(credentialsId: ‘HEROKU_API_KEY’,
variable: ‘HEROKU_API_KEY’),
string(credentialsId: ‘HEROKU_APP_NAME’,
variable: ‘HEROKU_APP_NAME’),
]) {
script {
try {
sh ‘git remote add heroku
https://heroku:$HEROKU_API_KEY@git.heroku.com/$HEROKU_APP_NAME.git’
}
catch(Exception e) {
echo ‘Remote heroku already exists’
}
}
sh ‘git push heroku HEAD:master -f’
}
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}
}
stage(‘Scan’) {
agent any
steps {
withCredentials([
string(credentialsId: ‘ZAP_SCAN_URL’, variable: ‘ZAP_SCAN_URL’)
]) {
sh ‘docker run -v $WORKSPACE:/zap/wrk/:
rw --network=host -t owasp/zap2docker-stable zap-baseline.
py -t $ZAP_SCAN_URL -x flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml || echo 0’
stash name: ‘flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml’,
includes: ‘flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml’
}
}
}
stage(‘Upload’) {
agent any
steps {
withCredentials([
string(credentialsId: ‘FARADAY_URL’, variable: ‘FARADAY_URL’),
string(credentialsId:
			
‘FARADAY_USERNAME’, variable: ‘FARADAY_USERNAME’),
string(credentialsId:
			
‘FARADAY_PASSWORD’, variable: ‘FARADAY_PASSWORD’)
]) {
unstash ‘flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml’
unstash ‘flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml’
script {
CURRENT_DATE = (
script: “echo \${date + ‘%Y-%m-%d’}”
returnStdout: true
).trim()
JOB_NAME = (
script: “echo $JOB_NAME| cut -d’/’ -f1”
returnStdout: true
).trim()
}
			

sh “docker build https://github.com/infobyte/
docker-faraday-report-uplodaer.git#master -t faraday-uploader”

sh “docker run --rm -v $WORKSPACE:$WORKSPACE -e
HOST=$FARADAY_URL -e USERNAME=$FARADAY_USERNAME -e
PASSWORD=$FARADAY_PASSWORD -e WORKSPACE=$JOB_NAME-$CURRENT_DATE-$BUILD_NUMBER -e
FILES=$WORKSPACE/flaskapp_faraday_bandit.xml faraday-uploader”
sh “docker run --rm -v $WORKSPACE:$WORKSPACE -e
HOST=$FARADAY_URL -e USERNAME=$FARADAY_USERNAME -e PASSWORD=$FARADAY_PASSWORD -e
WORKSPACE=$JOB_NAME-$CURRENT_DATE-$BUILD_NUMBER -e FILES=$WORKSPACE/
flaskapp_faraday_zap.xml faraday-uploader”
}
}
}
}
}
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This approach is pretty similar to the previous one but, instead of running inside a
docker image, it runs on a Jenkins node.
The most important part of this approach appears in the last 3 lines of the stage:
1. First we perform an image build of our custom docker image.
2.Then we run the container twice using the built image previously (one step per
report file). It’s important to mention that, in order to let the docker image access to
unstashed report files, we’ve run the containers using the param
-v $WORKSPACE:$WORKSPACE which allows docker containers to see the Jenkins
workspace in an absolute path.
As you can see, the Jenkinsfile setup is pretty straightforward and it doesn’t have a lot
of differences compared to Github Actions. Now we are going to explain how to run
our new Jenkinsfile in Jenkins using the Blue Ocean plugin.

6. Storing secrets in Jenkins
As mentioned, we used secrets for the most important variables during the
Jenkinsfile creation. We did this because storing credentials or keys in a public
repository is not a good practice.
To add new secrets, we need to go to our Jenkins instance (in our case it is
http://localhost:8080). Then, we need to click on Manage Jenkins in the left menu as
you can see in the next image.
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Now we need to find the Manage Credentials option in the Security section:

Once inside, we will click on the (globals) option:

If we’ve never added a secret, there will be a message saying that our credentials
vault is empty with a link for us to create a new secret. In addition, we can click on the
left menu option called Add Credentials:

Once we are located in the new credential page, we need to change the credential
type. For example purposes, we are going to use Secret Text of credential type (for
Faraday username and password too). After selecting the kind of credential, we
need to write the ID and the Secret. The ID should be the same that we’ve used in the
Jenkinsfile and in the secret is the value:
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All credentials are available in Jenkins for all the jobs, so our recommendation
is to use a prefix per job to avoid future problems. Please remember you need to
update the Jenkinsfile with the new credential ids. In our case, we added the prefix
FARADAY_VMPIPELINES_.

Once we’ve added all the secrets, we need to set up our pipeline entering to /blue url
under our Jenkins instance (in our case it is http://localhost:8080/blue).
If this is your first time using this plugin, there will be only one option and it will be Add
New Pipeline. If it is not the first time, you can click on the New Pipeline button.
The new pipeline assistant is pretty straightforward so we are not going to detail how
to add the repository here. Please remember that if you have a GitHub repository
you need to create a personal token and you need to add it in Jenkins. This will allow
Jenkins to see all your repositories.
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Once you’ve selected the repository that has the Jenkinsfile, Jenkins will run it for the
first time. As happened with GitHub Actions, it’s possible to set up the conditions to
trigger the jobs running by clicking on the setup icon.

Once the execution is finished, you will see the results as in the following image:

As you’ve probably noticed, the execution results were successful. Now we can see
our new workspace on our Faraday instance:
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There you go. If you enter to the new workspace we will see the dashboard:

As always, you can easily manage those vulns by using the Status Report:
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Conclusions
In the previous post we said that Faraday can be easily integrated in
the software development cycle by using any CI/CD tool, which was
demonstrated here.
You can use GitHub Actions, Jenkins, Travis CI or any other tool.
The important factor here is to have earlier visibility of the vulns that
are affecting our application, in order to decide how we are going to
work with them.

Useful links
App Vuln Management: Integrating Faraday
in the software development process
Docker Faraday Report Uploader
Example repository (branch: jenkins)
Faraday plugin list
OWASP Zap official site
Bandit official site
Vulnerable example app
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